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Needle Placement for Robot-Assisted 3D
Ultrasound-Guided Breast Biopsy: A Preliminary

Study
Sergio Jácobo-Zavaleta , Jorge Zavaleta

Abstract—This work describes a new robot-assisted three-
dimensional ultrasound-guided needle placement for breast
biopsy to improve cancer diagnosis by automating needle
trajectory, simplifying manual insertion and alleviating
radiologist fatigue. In this way, basic robot requirements were
first determined based on linking a free-hand ultrasound-guided
breast biopsy with a whole-breast volumetric reconstruction
system as part of a clinical workflow for breast cancer diagnosis.
For modeling, a five-degree-of-freedom open-chain robot was
proposed by considering the woman’s breast volume and a radial
ultrasound scanning approach as workspace. The forward and
inverse kinematics were calculated using the screw axis-based
theory and a geometric-algebraic formulation, respectively.
For trajectories, a collision-free path algorithm was computed
to assess target reachability. For simulating, a dedicated
biopsy environment was implemented in MATLAB-Simulink to
perform multiple simulations by modifying some radiologist-
manipulability variables in accordance with a factorial-method
research design. The results showed a numerical and graphical
verification of the equations and even a visual one of the needle
placement during two stages: before a biopsy and after it. In
conclusion, it was computationally explored the use of a novel
robot-assisted needle placement in breast biopsy for women in
a prone position.

Index Terms—Breast biopsy, Modeling, Needle placement,
Robot-assisted, 3D ultrasound

I. INTRODUCTION

B reast cancer is the most diagnosed cancer in women
around the world [1]. In 2020, the Global Cancer

Statistics reported about 2.3 million new registered cases
with an Age-standardized incidence of 47.8 per 100 000
people surpassing any other female cancer by representing
24.5% of all cancer types worldwide. In high and very
high Human Development Index countries, the incidence rate
reached higher values of up to 55.9 per 100 000 people, such as
the alarming rate in Peruvian women of 35.9 [2]. Surprisingly,
15.5% of those women aged 30-59 underwent a breast clinical
examination [3] and in 2021, nearly 70% of all cases of cancer
were detected at late stages [4].

Clearly, early detection is the primary strategy for reducing
mortality risk by promoting healthy lifestyles, prevention
activities and the inclusion of noninvasive technology [5]. In
that way, ultrasound (US)-guided breast biopsy is an accurate
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minimal invasive procedure for tissue sampling under real-time
and radiation-free imaging guidance to confirm the malignancy
of a suspected lesion routinely visualized on US [6]. In
addition to being a well-tolerated treatment (no painful breast
compression), it’s relatively fast and widely available [7].
Current biopsy types generally include fine-needle (FN), core-
needle (CN) and vacuum-assisted aspirations. Percutaneous
biopsies are naturally operator dependent because they require
skills, training and experience in US visualization and
needle manipulability. Therefore, lacking these conditions
lead to needle misplacements, repetitions, blooding, patient
discomfort and eventually, physician fatigue [8]. Such is the
case of the free-hand or hand-held US-guided biopsy technique
considered as a standard method at most hospital levels.

For these reasons, we describe a preliminary breast biopsy
system to overcome the limitations discussed above by
the combination of robot-assisted needle guidance with a
three-dimensional (3D) Automated Breast Ultrasound System
(ABUS) system for acquiring 3D volume data and localization
of breast lesions in radial scanning. This solution was inspired
by the advantages of current image-guided biopsies and a
wide availability of US-based technology. Implying that needle
paths shall not be as horizontal as possible due to accurate 3D
visualization, leading to correct oblique insertions in contrast
to two-dimensional (2D) US guidance. This proposal might
increase the speed and accuracy of cancer diagnosis in women
by reducing the false negative rate of breast biopsy and manual
limitations of radiologists in clinical practice, especially in the
hands of less experienced physicians.

The rest of the manuscript is organized as follows:
Section II presents relevant works in robotic-assisted US-
guided biopsy systems in the last two decades. Based on a
possible integration of automated 3D US imaging into breast
biopsy, Section III describes the requirements, restrictions and
assumptions used to model, simulate and verify the expected
clinical robot behavior. The results are described Section IV.
Finally, we conclude the manuscript and point out the future
directions of a partial validation before a real implementation.

II. RELATED WORKS

In the last two decades, experimental robotic US-
guided biopsy systems have been designed to improve the
current medical practice by combining the accuracy and
maneuverability of robots to operate instruments with the
safety and real-time capabilities of US imaging [9]. US-
based technology stands out for managing 2D and 3D
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image reconstruction after a whole-breast scanning and other
advantages more in Table I. Particularly, 3D ABUS is a reliable
tool for accurate localization of lesions and surroundings [10].
Some robotics challenges in breast biopsy include needle
tracking [11], needle insertion under the shortest distance
approach [12], autonomous needle insertion [13] and flexible
needle steering [14]. Over the years, these systems have
achieved needle position errors in the range 0.54-3.21 mm
for targeting trajectories [9], [15].

In most cases, the basic procedure begins scanning the
breast region to generate an image-based model to identify
the biopsy target and select an insertion point. Then, before
the radiologist completes the insertion by either manual
or automated control, the robot orients the needle along a
prescribed path [16]. The latter is generally accomplished with
the help of a dedicated needle guide as end effector [15], [17].
However, these systems stand out for the lack of a practical and
sequential integration of automated 3D US-image guidance
into a breast biopsy performed in situ at the same time.

III. PROPOSED SOLUTION

A. Robot-Assisted Biopsy Workflow

Based on Table I, a 3D US-based robot-assisted biopsy
workflow for women in a prone position was proposed to take
advantage of automated US scanning in cancer diagnosis. As
we can observe in Fig. 1, the workflow was divided into two
main stages. The workspace’s elements are shown in Fig. 2.

The distal part of the robot known as the end effector
operates as a pivot point for a safe and manual insertion of
needles along a straight-line trajectory thanks to volumetric
reconstructions of breast tissue and anatomical plane acquired
by an ABUS system for target localization. However, the
shared space between the breast volume and the robot under
a biopsy table, led to the proposal an intermediate mechanism
to connect both stages by using a breast holder device. This
kind of container considers soft breast compression caused by
woman weight to immobilize and stabilize tissue movements,
resulting in a much more homogeneous US echo frequency
pattern for scanning than in a supine position [19]. As a result,
a restricted needle access is possible for an immediate biopsy.

TABLE I
CONVENTIONAL BREAST BIOPSY GUIDE SYSTEMS [18].

System Advantages Disadvantages

USa
Real-time imaging

Irregular breast compressionRadiation free
Low-price technology

Stereotactic b Patient prone position High-price technology
Use of needle guides Painful breast compression

MRIc

Soft immobilization devices High-price technology
Use of needle guides Limited space
Radiation free Electric/electronic limitations

a: Ultrasound. b: Using Mammography. c: Magnetic Resonance Image.

B. Breast Modeling

Firstly, four different well-defined truncated cone models
were calculated using anatomical metrics and breast-size
profile equations reported by [20] as part of a breast volume
characterization. Table II summarizes the data used for
geometrical models (labeled as A, B, C and D according to
bra cup sizes) of truncated conical surfaces defined by

zc = Hholder −
Hholder(r − Rlower)

Rupper − Rlower
(1)

where, zc is the relative height of a truncated cone given
any conical radius r. Secondly, flexible breast models without
internal structures were used to verify needle deformation.
To do that, a Rayleigh damping method was implemented
in Matlab-Simulink using reduced-order flexible solid model
blocks. The stiffness values and mass matrices were computed
as follows. First, finite-element (FE) meshes were generated
from Computer Assisted Design (CAD) geometries and a
Craig-Bampton order reduction. Second, the reduced model
damping matrix was computed by setting a damping ratio of
0.215 [21]. Some breast models requirements [22], boundary
conditions and material property values such as breast Young’s
modulus (Ebreast = 0.9 kPa [23]), breast skin density (ρbreast
= 1 100 kg/m3 [24]), breast skin Poisson ratio (ηbreast =
0.495 [21]) and target density (ρlesion = 1 170 kg/m3 [25])
were also required to mesh a biomechanical breast model. A
simulated lesion was mimicked by the inclusion of a stiff-
region spherical volume of 3 mm radius. Even though intensive
FE models were not covered in this work (the meshing
element size was larger than suggested due to computational
limitations), its implementation helped verify flexible needle
behavior. Finally, four conical volume-based sets of points (for
A, B, C and D sizes) were estimated as possible biopsy targets
of 59 171, 80 197, 115 214 and 136 038 points.

Fig. 1. Robot-assisted biopsy workflow.

TABLE II
DIMENSIONS OF TRUNCATED CONICAL BREAST MODELS

Cupa Base radius Rupper Top radius Rlower Height Hholder

A 56.2 22.0 57.0
B 58.1 27.4 71.0
C 66.3 35.9 94.0
D 69.8 47.2 97.0

a: Left and right breast size were considered very similar.
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C. Breast Holder Device

The device was inspired by experimental MRI-based breast
containers [26] and commercial MRI-based grid methods for
breast immobilization [27]. The purpose of this proof design
is to be a double-function mechanism for either US imaging
(compact scanning structure) or biopsy (foldable device with
limited needle access) as shown in Fig. 2. Therefore, the
device tries to solve the US-coupling phenomenon through
dry contact using photoacoustic materials such as polyethylene
terephthalate glycol, polymethylmethacrylate, and polymethyl
pentene [28]. Previous works suggest a wide range of material
thickness (10-38 mm) [29], [30], including a gel stand-off pad
(10-20 mm, Aquafex® gel). In this case, it was considered a
thickness of 10 mm.

D. Robot Modeling

In contrast to medical robots that have 6 or 7 Degree-Of-
Freedom (DOF), this robot was modeled as a dedicated 5-DOF
open-chain mechanism as shown in Fig. 3. The absence of
needle rotation around the insertion axis in the conventional
biopsy procedure [31] was intentionally replicated for the
end effector by removing 1-DOF. The sequence of robot
articulations or joint types was defined as RPRPP (R,
rotational; P, prismatic) of values θi. Not only this robot puts
its end effector closer to the breast (by controlling joints 2, 3
and 4), but also it serves as a pivot point for a manual needle
insertion along a straight-line direction (by displacement of
joint 5). A whole-breast rotation ensures that any radial plane
can be accessed (by rotation of joint 1). For security reasons,
the last joint was kept as a non-motorized actuator, allowing
the radiologist to control the invasive step as usual. According
to the workflow, the robotic interaction was divided into
two sequential stages called preplacement and postplacement
focused on robot (before biopsy) and needle placement (after
biopsy) respectively.

About the end effector, it was proposed a linear rail system
(a pair of linear bearings and a pair of high-precision lead
screws separated by the average palm width) to obtain an
accurate, manual and stable motion of the biopsy needle,
previously mounted on an interchangeable needle guide in
link 5 (in yellow color). The prismatic-joint mechanism was
inspired by an experimental US-guided breast biopsy robot in
[17]. However, to verify this preliminary concept in a robot-
assisted biopsy needle placement by considering physical
constraints related to 3D US-image guiding in prone-position,

Rotation around 
a fixed pivot

Lid Plastic
screws

Clinical 
robot

Prone-position biopsy bed

Breast holder device

Controller 
system

Patient

ABUS
system

Fig. 2. Robot-assisted 3D US-guided breast biopsy workspace.

a geometrical approach based on only kinematic modeling
of rigid bodies was initially enough to verify its theoretical
feasibility in terms of reachability rates of different target
positions. Therefore, external forces and torques caused by
human-robot interactions were not considered.

1) Robot Dimensions: To calculate the values in Table III,
two robot configurations in valid minimum (θ2 = 0) and
maximum (θ2 = θmax) poses by restricting insertion paths
perpendicular to every holder’s surface were examined, before
comparing and defining a general model. In any case, the robot
height was limited by the maximum height of a commercial
biopsy table (Htable = 1.1 m) [32].

2) Forward Kinematics: For a modern way to describe rigid
motions, an exponential coordinate representation was used.
This geometric interpretation, like quaternions or Denavit-
Hartenberg representation, has a powerful and alternative
role in robotics [33]. Using the kinematic configuration
of Fig. 3, the position and orientation of any reference
frame or just frame attached to a robot joint denoted by
{i} was calculated by the product of exponentials formula
as a homogeneous transformation matrix of 4 × 4 size.
Thus, the end-effector configuration at {t} is written as
Tst = e[S1]θ1 ... e[Sn−1]θn−1e[Sn]θnM. Where M is the
robot home position when T(θ = 0) and Si is a screw
axis (unified description of linear υ and angular velocities
ω as a normalized six-dimensional vector). This systematic
description for kinematics has the advantage of eliminating
the need of all joint frames and low-cost computing [34].

3) Inverse Kinematics: Due to the lack of a straightforward
method for obtaining a convergent solution, a geometric-
algebraic solution was used to generate a dedicated model.
Given the end-effector position hc and direction nc from {c},
the robot joint positions were calculated as follows

θ1 =

{
q1 + π If q1 = atan2(hsy, hsx) ≥ 0,

q1 − π Otherwise,
(2)

θ3 = atan2(r33, r13), (3)

θ4 =
r14 +H1 − L3 cos(θ3)

cos(θ3)
, (4)

θ2 = r34 − L2 −H2 − sin(θ3)(L3 + θ4). (5)

where, r14 and r34 are elements of a generic rotation matrix
Rs1 from T1t calculated by matrices’ decomposition as

Fig. 3. Configuration for the 5-DOF open-chain clinical robot.
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Tst = Ts1T1t if Ts1 = e[S]θ1M01 (6)

T1t = T−1
s1 Tst (7)

E. Trajectory Generation

To visually verify robot kinematics, trajectories were
generated in joint space for several reasons, including fast
computing and ease of verifying joint limits and restrictions.

1) For Preplacement: Before end-effector placement in the
right position, it was necessary to ensure a collision-free path
between it and the desired target passing through the holder
device using a non-image based collision-detection algorithm
that works on the basis of assuming radial US images as biopsy
planes [35] and the shortest insertion distance [36]. A priori,
the holder device meant reducing radiologists’ field of view in
contrast to conventional biopsy, where needle manipulability
is unrestricted so that horizontal insertions can be performed
in accordance with biopsy guidelines [37]. Considering only
a theoretical oblique insertion approach.

Regarding robot collisions, Fig. 4 shows three well-defined
types primarily caused by the obstruction of the needle along
its insertion direction (nc) to reach the target (pc). Whereas
the first two types could be tested by needle-holder contact,
the third one was checked by needle tip’s proximity to the
abdominal chest wall (Dsep) to avoid any unwanted puncture.

2) Path Planning: Given the starting and ending (hs) robot
positions, the end-effector path was generated directly along
a series of waypoints calculated using robot kinematics.

3) Trajectory Planning: It was proposed a coordinated
trajectory (the first four joint movements finish at the
same time) with a spline interpolation for getting smooth
accelerations [33].

TABLE III
MAIN ROBOT DIMENSIONS AND JOINT LIMITS.

Dimension Length (mm) Joint Range

L0 625.00
L1

a 35.00
H1

a 300.00 θ1 [−π, π] rad
L2 171.00 θ2 [0, 171] mm
H2

a 45.00 θ3 [−π/2,
π/2] rad

H3
a 100.00 θ4 [0, 113] mm

L3 222.00 θ5 [0, θ4 + 120a] mm
L5

a 5.47

a: Initially defined for CAD modeling.

Fig. 4. Collision types for needle insertion algorithm. (a) Type 1, (b)
type 2 and (c) type 3 collisions.

4) For postplacement: Here the end effector is pulled back
to a suitable position θ5 = −DEEmax to mount the needle.
Then, by pushing the device forward until at position θ5 =
−DEEmin, the needle tip is supposed to reach the target. Both
distances are calculated by

DEEmin =

{
LneedleFN − (∥tps∥+ L5)

LneedeCN − (∥tps∥+ L5) +
Lthrow
2 − Ldead space

(8)
DEEmax = θ4 +OffsetL5 − (L5 + LneedleFN or needleCN) (9)

where, LneedleFN y LneedeCN are needle lengths, ∥tps∥ is the
distance from {t} to needle tip, L5 is the distance from {t} to
joint 5’s position, Lthrow and Ldead space are specific dimensions
of core needles and OffsetL5 is a constant length of link 3.
In CN cases, it was taken into account a short distance away
from the target to accommodate for the firing distance such
that the sampling notch of the needle intersects the target [38].

F. Statistical Analysis

To measure the simulated effectiveness of the robot to
align the needle pathway with the target to be sampled,
the kinematic model and a free-collision needle path
algorithm based on trajectory generation were tested in
multiple controlled situations, where the supposed radiologist
intervention was represented by the manipulation of two kinds
of biopsy devices. To achieve this, a factorial-method design
was proposed to assess the effects of two independent variables
with varying values [39]. Given the variables of breast holder
size and needle type, it required eight simulation groups (A-
FN, A-CN, B-FN, B-CN, C-FN, C-CN, D-FN and D-CN).
However, the minimum number of experiments for each group
was initially unknown requiring a sampling method.

1) Biopsy targets sampling: Although the total population
size of possible biopsy targets inside a woman’s breast is
infinite, a reasonable size (N) was estimated by thousands of
vector positions (more than 59 000) for each breast volume.
However, because of the high cost of computing all targets
was not feasible, a double sampling was implemented to get
a minimum set of randomized target positions to depict breast
cancer cases and simulate the whole robot-assisted biopsy
model. First, the free-collision needle path algorithm was run
in Matlab for a medium-size sample (n1 = 1 000) to calculate
its proportion-based parameter p̂1 (mean of reachable targets).
Second, a small-size sample n2 was estimated using the
statistical theory of inference for population proportion [40].
Finally, after comparing the eight sample sizes and choosing
the higher value for the same breast holder, it was obtained
only four sample sizes (n2A, n2B, n2C and n2D) to cover all
experiments. The randomized strategy was approached by the
Latin Hypercube Sampling to get samples that reflect the true
underlying distribution for computer experiments [41].

2) Biopsy success rate: To analyze the proficiency of this
robotic system, it was defined a success rate based on the
number of biopsy targets reached by the needle and if targeting
errors (for position and direction) were lower than cut-off
values. Therefore, this rate was calculated as the mean of cases
in which both conditions were not met. The Euclidean position
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error was measured from the target’s centroid to needle tip
position. The angle between the expected insertion path and
final needle axis was calculated as direction error. A total of
2(n2A+n2B+n2C+n2D) Simulink simulations were exported,
plotted and analyzed using the statistical software Rstudio.

G. Simulation

1) Robotic biopsy Procedure: Before simulating, the robot
interaction with workflow elements was defined in Fig. 5.

2) Simulator setup: Parameters are listed in Table IV. The
robotic workspace and trajectory generation were implemented
in MATLAB-Simulink as a based-design model under a
supervisory control to manage the robot placement.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In spite of the absence of an experimental setup to validate
the breast biopsy workflow, a total of nearly 1 000 simulations
(Table V) were computed to verify the theoretical robot-
assisted needle placement by the intersection of a needle tip
(gray) with a target (red) as shown in Fig. 6.

360° 

Radial

rotation

(a) Steps 2 and 3.

Open holder lid

(b) Steps 4 and 5.

(c) Step 6.

Needle device

mounting

(d) Step 7.1.

Push needle 

forward

(e) Step 7.2.

Close holder lid

(f) Step 8

Fig. 5. Robot procedure according to the clinical workflow.

(a)

(b)

(d)
(c)

Fig. 6. Biopsy simulation during postplacement. (a) Lateral-side table,
(b) FN needle, (c) radiologist and (d) target views.

A. Biopsy Success Rate

Fig. 7 shows that not all targets could be accessible due
to robot model limitations or breast holder restrictions such
as inevitable type 1 or 2 collisions. Furthermore, FN needles
provided better chances of reaching the target than using CN
ones, where the smaller the cup size, the lower the rate.
The best performance related to D-cup holders reflects the
importance of larger cups in minimizing most collision types.

Table VI shows that type-1 collisions (Col1) are needle
independent and roughly less than one-third of them were
inevitable (iCol1). Respecting type-2 collisions, the larger
amount initially detected (pCol2) with CN needles was due
to its bigger diameter. However, most type-2 collisions could
be avoided by a small-angle rotation (around zc) of the holder
device, leading to a free-obstacle path in most cases. Finally,
the danger of an unwanted puncture at the chest wall (Col3)
was three times higher with CN needles, as expected.

Even though dynamic modeling was not considered, our
geometric approach based on kinematic modeling led to
assessing the impact of needle placement under physical
constraints imposed by a new breast holder device. Modern
techniques imply the inclusion of tissue-needle modeling,
torsional friction modeling and obstacle avoidance by
implementing actuator models and force-torque sensors in
needle base [42].

B. Targeting Error

The mean values for targeting errors are summarized in
Table VII. The similarity of errors using only CN needles
explains the absence of significant and visible effects of breast
cup size. On the contrary, there were slight errors in FN needle
insertion paths. Certainly, lower diameters might have been
affected by targets (a high-density region) during insertion.

TABLE IV
EXTRA SIMULATION SETTINGS.

Parameter FN CN

OffsetprePlacement
a 5 mm

Dsep 1 mm

Needle gauge 20 G 14 G
Needle throw - 10 mm

Needle dead space - 8 mm
Needle lengths 50, 60, 80, 100, 120, 150 mm

a: Distance from {t} to breast holder’s outer surface.

TABLE V
GROUPED EXPERIMENTS FOR MULTIPLE SIMULATIONS.

Holder device Biopsy needle TotalFN CN

A 160a 160a 320
B 137b 137b 274
C 98c 98c 196
D 87d 87d 174

Total 482 482 964

a,b,c,d: Samples of n2A, n2B, n2C and n2D size, respectively.
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According to previous works, image-guided breast biopsy
systems are usually evaluated as part of a diagnostic test, using
metrics such as sensibility and specificity for sampled lesion
diagnosis, which was not the case. Unfortunately, similar
approaches for target reachability are not explicitly reported.
Bluvol et al. [38] reported a stereotactic-validated US needle
guidance system for biopsy with a minimum success rate of
up to 93% compared to 87% by the free-hand US technique.
Suthakorn et al. [43] compared the influence of a needle holder
in US-guided breast biopsy navigation. They confirmed that
using a holder tool increases the success rate for inexperienced
physicians (97.5%) when compared with only the free-hand
method (57.5%). Being this last clearly surpassed by the robot
performance. On top of that, position error values are inside
the reported limits in experimental setups [9], [15].
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Fig. 7. Distribution of robot-assisted biopsy success.

TABLE VI
COLLISION RATES (%) FOR SIMULATED BIOPSIES.

Cup Needle Col1a iCol1b pCol2c Col2d Col3e

A FN 32.5 13.8 11.2 1.9 6.9
CN 32.5 13.8 19.4 1.9 35.6

B FN 30.7 10.2 9.5 1.5 5.1
CN 30.7 10.2 16.1 1.5 22.6

C FN 32.7 11.2 7.1 3.1 4.1
CN 32.7 11.2 12.2 3.1 14.3

D FN 27.0 6.7 11.2 1.1 3.4
CN 27.0 6.7 12.4 1.1 10.1

a,b,c,d,e: Type-1, inevitable type-1, initial type-2, final type-2 and type-3
collisions, respectively.

TABLE VII
TARGETING ERRORS.

Cup Needle Mean errors at postplacement stage
Position (mm) Direction (◦)

A FN 1.06 0.57
CN 2.97 4.58

B FN 1.08 0.57
CN 2.97 4.58

C FN 1.22 1.15
CN 2.97 0.57

D FN 1.17 1.15
CN 2.97 0.57

Our study had several limitations. First, it was not
considered internal and external phenomena that affect
repetitive tasks and accuracy in real applications, such as
material resistance, motor backlash and forces at the end
effector. By performing these extra modeling in dynamic,
electrical, stress and vibrational terms, a better realistic non-
rigid model of the whole robot could have been obtained.
Second, the proposal of a non-validated concept of a rigid
breast holder device that could easily be part of another study.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This work introduced a clinical robot to assist the radiologist
in performing a 3D US-guided breast biopsy for women
in a prone position. The robot provides a needle guide for
manual insertion by a linear movement of its end effector.
The effectiveness of the robot was experimentally determined
by a computational simulation of a factorial-method design
based on robot kinematic modeling and a free-collision needle
path algorithm because of the natural constraints of using
a new breast holder device for either automated radial US
scanning or percutaneous biopsy. The results look promising
due to robot-assisted biopsy success rate is higher than
achieved on conventional US-guided biopsy, and targeting
errors are compatible with other needle-guidance systems. This
preliminary study might help solve the problem to automate
and accelerate biopsy planning for treatments in clinics and
hospitals that primarily rely on US-based technology by
reducing the strong need of human control at low cost.
Particularly, the accurate but not yet clinically standardized
3D ABUS systems for precise localization of lesions. Future
works will focus on redesigning and validating the holder
device model in terms of size, material and fabrication process
to obtain a hands-on but US-friendly prototype.
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